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The modified likelihood ratio criterion for testing the homogeneity of variances 
of p univariate normal populations, and the sphericity test, are both shown in 
this paper to have a monotone nondecreasing power function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let sj ,j = l,..., p be independently distributed as a,& . The likelihood ratio 
criterion (hereafter referred to as LRC) for testing 
(say) vs HI: ui # oi , for some i # j, i, j = l,..., p, where 0 is unknown, is 
given by: 
Reject HO if 
(2) 
where 
N(r) = ;;; ?tj (3) 
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and c is so chosen that the error of the first kind (size of the test) is at a specified 
level. Without loss of generality we shall assume that the parameters oi are 
ordered as or > a** > u,, . The power of this test is shown in the next section 
to be a monotone nondecreasing function of ?& = (uj/uj+i), j = I, 2,...,p - 1, 
6j > 1. 
It is to be noted that the above test is the modeed LRC [l] in which the Nis, 
the sample sizes from the ith population, are replaced by n,‘s, the degrees of 
freedom associated with Q’S, for testing the homogeneity of variances of p normal 
populations. It may be mentioned that the unmodified LRC is not even unbiased 
unless the sample sizes are equal (see [3]). Similarly if x1 , xs ,..., xN are inde- 
pendent and identically distributed as N&A, .Z) then the LRC for testing 
is given by 
where 
H,: z = UI, o > 0, IA unknown vs 
HI: .Z’ # uI, p unknown, 
j S j (tr S)+J < c, 
(4) 
(5) 
S = 5 (xi - jz)(xj - 2)’ - W,(Z, n), n=N-1, (6) 
j=l 
and c is determined by the size of the test. The power of this test in (5) depends 
only on the characteristic roots of .Z, say ur 2 -1. > up and this power is a 
monotone nondecreasing function of si = o~loj+i , j = 1,2,..., p - 1, & > 1. 
This second problem can be reduced to a special case of the first problem. 
2. MONOTONICITY OF THE TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCES 
This property is the content of the theorem below. 
THEOREM 1. Let sj be independently distributed as $ujx”,, , j = l,...,p. 
Suppose also that u1 > *** > u9 . Let 
A = A(s, ..., 4 = Ifs1 I..., 4: ($ s;go( sj)-“‘“’ < cl, 
where we define N(r) = CL1 ni , and c is an arbitrary constant. Let P(A) = 
probability of A. Then for any k, 1 < k < p - 1 P(A) is a mmdecrea-sing function 
of 8, = u~/u~+~ , while the remaining ( p - 2) parameters ai = uJu~+~ , i = I ,..., 
p - 1, i # k, are heldfixed. 
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Proof. As the region A is invariant under scale transformations of the sd)s, 
we consider the transformation 
Xj = Sj/Sk , j = 1,2 ,..., p, j # k. 
Then integrating over sic we obtain the joint density function of x1 ,..., xlcWI , 
Cl [ & (“k/uj)f’ ;‘-I][ 1 + i “k%/~~~‘~, 
i=l 
j#k i#k 
where fj = &Q , j = l,..., p, f. = Cyzlf, , and ~1 = (I& 
consider a transformation of the kind, 
xi = xk+I% , i = k + 2,...,p, 
xk+l = Uk+l (1 + lg xj)/( 1 f ,-$, %)a 
The joint p.d.f. of x1 ,..., xkPI , ffk+l ,..., 24, is given by 
Cl rz A;$+/ 19. h:‘ij (8ky)ff~+ll $$+(l + 
where f(k+l) = ~~s,+l fj ,  hj = ak/aj for 1 < j < k, hi = ulcfl/ui for k $- 2 < 
i < $3 sk = uk/“k+l , and 
Hence the conditional p.d.f. of uk+l given x1 ,..., xkWI , uk+2 ,..., u, is given by 
conat(8ky)“k+” u~~~‘-‘[l + 3/+k+l]-‘“, 
and the conditional region for ilk+1 is 
Since the parameter point is u1 2 **- > uk > u~+~ > *** > a, , we obtain that 
A1 B -*’ < h,+l < 1 < h,,, < “’ < h, , and, hence, that y > 1. Therefore 
from the properties of the F test (see [2]) 
p(“k+l EWll% ,***, %k-l , uk+2 ,**., %,) 
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increases as 6, increases from one with Xi , i = l,...,p - 1, i # K, kept fixed, 
or equivalently with & = uJu~+~ , i = I,..., p - 1, i # K, kept fixed. Hence on 
averaging with respect to the conditional variables we obtain the required result. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that for any test the conditional acceptance region 
given x1 ,..., xkpl , uk+2 ,..., up is of the form a < u~+~ < b. If  afo+l)(l + a)-‘o 2 
bf(k+l)(l + b)-fo then the power of the test is monotone increasing in 6, = alc/ukil 
for fixed Si = G~/(z~+~ , i = l,..., p, i # k. 
3. MONOTONICITY OF THE SPHERICITY TEST 
Let S be distributed as w,(Z, n). The density of S is given by 
Define P(B) = probability of B where B = (S: i S [%(tr S)-pn < c>. As B is 
invariant under orthogonal transformations we shall assume Z to be diagonal 
(3 ,-a*, u,) with or > 0.. > uP . Therefore 
P(B) = j-, ,-WP--1) fJ r-l(g(n -j + 1)) 1 s I+n-+(P+l) 
* exp - i sjjo;r dS. 
i=l 
By making the transformation 
S = diag(s:{” ,..., $2) R diag(s:i2 ,..., $,$a) 
we obtain 
P(B) = JR ~--fp(p-~) (4 P($(n -j + I))) P&z) / R I+‘++(P+~) 
-s 
9 9 n u;w-qgn) JJ,y 
B(s,,.j-l,....slR)i,l 
exp - i sjja;l fi dsjj dR, 
i=l 61 j=l 
By simply applying the theorem of Section 2 to the inner integral we obtain 
the result that P(B) is a monotone nondecreasing function of each 6,. = uJuktl . 
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